This paper considers problems of fault{tolerant information di usion in a network with cost function. We show that the problem of determining the minimumcost necessary to perform fault{ tolerant gossiping among a given set of participants is NP-hard and give approximate (with respect to the cost) fault-tolerant gossiping algorithms. We also analyze the communication time and communication complexity of fault-tolerant gossiping algorithms. Finally, we give an optimal cost fault tolerant broadcasting algorithm and apply our results to the atomic commitment problem.
Introduction
In this paper we study the problems of fault{tolerant broadcasting, gossiping, and atomic commitment in a weighted network.
Gossiping in an interconnection network is easily described as the process of information di usion in which initially each participant to the process knows a block of information that has to be communicated to all the other participants by means of a sequence of message transmissions (calls). During each call the calling node sends to the receiving one every block it has collected by that time. Gossiping arises in a large class of computation problems, such as linear system solving, matrix manipulation, Discrete Fourier Transform, and sorting, where both input and output data are required to be distributed across the network 10, 36] . Due to the interesting theoretical questions it poses and its numerous practical applications, gossiping has been widely studied under various communication models 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 18, 21, 27, 31, 34, 36, 37, 43, 46, 48] . Recent surveys paper collecting the latest results are 19], 30], and 32].
An important related problem is the atomic commitment problem 48] . This arises in the processing of transactions of distributed database systems. A transaction consists of several subtransactions each running at a di erent site having its local database. If a subtransaction is completed successfully the local manager validates the update (commit the subtransaction), otherwise the local manager invalidates it (abort the subtransaction). The generally accepted solution to the atomic commitment problem consists of: If all local managers commit the subtransaction then commit the whole transaction, otherwise abort all the updates. Therefore, the atomic commitment problem can be viewed as a gossiping problem in which the node blocks are votes (yes or no) and each individual must compute their conjunction, commit holds if and only if all votes are yes. The main di erence with the gossiping problem is that whenever a node has received a no vote it already knows that the result of the conjunction is no and does not need to collect further votes. Therefore, a no voter can abort the process by disseminating an abort message; the process coincides with gossiping when all votes are yes. In the sequel we will use the terminology of gossiping, we will explicitly return to the atomic commitment problem in Section 6 to include abort instances.
To handle the case of dissemination of abort messages, we shall also consider fault{tolerant broadcasting. Broadcasting refers to the process in which initially one individual knows a block of information which must be communicated to every other individual by a sequence of calls. This problem has been widely studied (cfr. 7, 9, 21, 22, 25, 24, 27, 38, 41, 42, 43, 46] and the surveys 19, 30, 32] ). Broadcasting is a fundamental problem in the control of distributed systems and in parallel computing. For instance, in computer networks many tasks, such as scheduling, require that a processor sends a block of information to all other processors 47]. Moreover, many numerical algorithms, such as Gaussian elimination or conjugate gradient algorithm, require that some data
Our Results and Related Works
As the number of components of a distributed system increases, the probability that some component works incorrectly becomes non{negligible. Therefore, the incorporation of some redundancy in the basic primitives performed in the network (such as gossiping, commit and broadcasting) is necessary. These problems have been widely studied under various models, see the recent survey by Pelc 40] .
In this paper we investigate the minimum necessary communication complexity of algorithms tolerating transmission failures, i.e. algorithms that complete their task even though some messages may fail to reach (on time) their destinations. A gossiping/commitment/broadcasting protocol is called k{fault tolerant (k{ft) if any strategy for suppressing up to k calls cannot prevent a successful termination of the protocol; It is important to point out that we consider algorithms in which the sequence of calls is xed and cannot be changed if faults are detected (cfr. 1, 7, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 38, 42] and the survey 40]).
Communication protocols in the model considered in this paper have been studied in 23, 44, 48] . Minimum{cost gossiping under the assumption of the \telephone model" of communication (cfr. 30]) was considered in 13, 35] . Notice that the well studied problem of gossiping with the minimum number of calls (cfr. 4, 7, 11, 28, 5, 33, 29] and the survey 30]) is a particular case of gossiping minimizing the cost when all calls have the same cost.
Recently, Wolfson and Segall gave a solution to the interesting problem of performing gossiping (commitment) in weighted networks 48]. They show that the minimum cost of an algorithm that solves the gossiping or commit problem is equal to 2 (cost of a minimum spanning tree of K P ).
Moreover, they propose an algorithm that achieves this bound and show that its communication time (resp. complexity) cannot be worse than jPj times the minimum communication time (complexity).
The results by Wolfson and Segall are restricted to the case in which no faults occur while the protocol is executed. They state as open the important problem of handling failures.
In this paper we study fault{tolerant information di usion problems in the model introduced in 48] and studied, among the others, in 23, 35] . In Section 3 we study k{ft broadcasting algorithms. We lower bound the minimum communication cost of k-ft broadcasting by (k + 1) ( cost of a minimum spanning tree of K P ) and give an optimal k-ft broadcasting algorithm. In Section 4 we study the communication cost of fault tolerant gossiping algorithms. In particular, we show that the problem of determining the minimum cost necessary to perform k{ft gossiping among a given set of participants is NP-hard, for each k 1. This should put in contrast with the result in 48] corresponding to the case k = 0, i.e., when no faults are assumed, for which a polynomial time algorithm exists. In Section 5 we give approximate (with respect to the cost) fault-tolerant gossiping algorithms. The communication cost of our algorithm is upper bounded by twice the cost of an optimal one. Moreover, in case of uniform cost function, our algorithm uses the minimum number of calls necessary to perform k{ft gossiping among p participants, that is, is (k + 2)p ? 2 7] . We also show that the communication time of our k{ft gossiping algorithm is at most a factor k(p ? 1) + 2p ? 1 larger than that of an optimal algorithm; moreover, its communication complexity cannot be worse than 2k(p ? 1) + 4p ? 2 times the minimum communication complexity. Notice that, generally, the same algorithm cannot minimize both cost and time and that minimizing the communication complexity is a NP{complete problem even in the absence of faults 48]. In Section 6 we apply our results to the atomic commitment problem.
2 Multi{digraph associated to a communication protocol
We introduce here the notion of multi{digraph associated to an instance of a (gossiping, broadcasting, or commitment) protocol that will be used in the following sections.
The sequence of calls of an instance I of a protocol P will be represented by a labelled multi{ digraph P(I) = (P; A) having as node set the set P of participants, as arc set the multiset A in which each arc (i; j) represents a message sent from i to j, and arc labels represent the temporal order in which calls are made. We call two paths (transmission) disjoint if they share no arc{label pair; two disjoint paths 1 and 2 can both contain the arc (i; j) only if the label of (i; j) in 1 is di erent from the label of (i; j) in 2 , i.e. the calls from i to j are made at di erent times. A path from i to j is called ascending if the sequence of labels is strictly increasing when moving from i to j. Since a participant j receives the block of participant i only if P(I) contains an ascending path from i to j and since one cannot know a priori which calls will fail, an instance can tolerate up to k failures if and only if for each choice of k arc{label pairs of the multi-digraph P(I) the multi-digraph P 0 (I) obtained from P(I) by removing these arc{label pairs contains at least one ascending path from i to j, for each i; j 2 P for which the protocol requires that the block originated at i reaches j. The cost of the instance I (or equivalently, the cost of the associated multi{digraph G(I)) is then the sum of all arcs of G(I), each added as many times as its multiplicity.
Broadcasting
Broadcasting refers to the process of information di usion in which one individual, called the source, knows one block (of information) that must be communicated to each of the other participant in the set P. If a broadcasting instance has to tolerate up to k transmission failures then at least k + 1 disjoint ascending paths from the source to each other participant must be created. An algorithm can be obtained by considering a minimum spanning tree T of K P and using k + 1 times the edges of T, directed away from the source. This is done by the algorithm in Figure 1 . BROADCASTING(c; P; k) n at a participant i 2 P 1. Construct a minimum spanning tree T of the cost graph K P . 2. If source then send the message k + 1 times to each neighbor in T.
else as soon as a copy of the message is receive d from a neighbor forward this copy (separately from others) to all the other neighbors. Let cost(ST min ) represent the cost of the minimum spanning tree of the cost graph K P .
Theorem 3.1 Let P be a set of participants, and let c be a set of associated communication costs.
The minimum communication cost of a k-ft broadcasting instance is (k + 1) cost(ST min ).
Proof. The algorithm BROADCASTING(c; P; k) gives an upper bound of (k + 1) cost(ST min ) on the communication cost of a k-ft broadcasting instance. We prove now that this cost is minimum.
Denote by x the source of the broadcast. Consider an instance I and denote by B(I) = (P; A(B(I))) its associated multi{digraph. If we suppose that B(I) does not contain k + 1 disjoint spanning trees oriented away from the source then by Edmonds Theorem 16] we get that there exists X P with x 2 X such that at most k arcs are directed from a node in X to a node in P ?X. Therefore, for any i 2 P ? X the multi-digraph B(I) can contain at most k disjoint paths from x to i, contradicting the hypothesis that I is a k{ft broadcasting instance. 2
The algorithm MULTI{BROADCASTING(c; P; k) in Figure 2 will be needed in Section 6. It generalizes BROADCASTING(c; P; k) to the case when initially more sources know a same message that has to be broadcasted (participants do not know the identity of the sources). An upper bound on the cost of the algorithm MULTI{BROADCASTING(c; P; k) is (k + 1)cost(ST min ).
MULTI{BROADCASTING(c; P; k) n at a participant i 2 P 1. Construct a minimum spanning tree T of the cost graph K P . 2. If source then send the message k + 1 times to each neighbor in T.
else Let j be the neighbor from which the rst copy of the message is received each time a copy of the message is received from j forward this copy (separately) to all the other neighbors but those from which some copy of the message is arrived. Figure 2 4 Gossiping
In the gossiping process each participant i 2 P has a block (of information) that needs to be communicated to all the other participants. During each call the calling processor sends to the receiving one a message containing every block it has collected by the time of the call.
As customary, we assume that blocks can be combined so that any call from a participant i to a participant j can be considered of the same cost c(i; j). The time needed for combining is irrelevant and treated as zero. This is indeed the case in many applications as the commitment problem considered in this paper. We recall that we consider algorithms in which the sequence of calls is xed and cannot be changed if faults are detected.
Denote by G(I) the multi{digraph associated to an instance I of a gossiping algorithm. A labelled multi{digraph G is called k{ft gossiping multi{digraph if G = G(I) for some k{ft gossiping instance I.
Example 1 Let us consider the set P = f1; 2; 3g. Two possible 1{ft gossiping multi{digraphs are given in Figure 3 . Each contains two disjoint ascending paths from i to j for each i; j 2 P, i 6 = j. 
Minimum communication cost of fault{tolerant gossiping
In this section we study the minimum communication cost of fault tolerant gossiping algorithms. We prove that nding the minimum cost of a fault tolerant gossiping multi{digraph is NP-hard. To this aim we need some results on the minimum number of calls of k{ft gossiping algorithms. Berman and Hawrycz proved that Lemma 4. 2 7] The minimum number of calls of any k{ft gossiping algorithm among p participants is (k + 2)p ? 2.
The following lemma is crucial.
Main Lemma Let I be a k{ft gossiping algorithm instance on the participant set P that uses (k +2)jPj?2 calls and let G(I) = (P; A(G(I))) be its associated multi{digraph. If k 1 and jPj 3 then the undirected graph G U (I) = (P; E(G U (I))) with Main Corollary k-GOSSIPING-MULTI-DIGRAPH is NP-hard for any k 1. Proof. We can reduce an instance of the Hamiltonian circuit problem, which is NP-complete 20], on a graph H = (P; E(H)) into an instance of the above k-GOSSIPING-MULTI-DIGRAPH decision problem in which the cost graph K P has costs c(i; j) = 1 if fi; jg 2 E(H) 2 if fi; jg = 2 E(H) and the bound is B = (k +2)jPj?2. If there exists a k{ft gossiping multi{digraph G(I) on the set of participants P of cost (k+2)jPj?2 then, by Lemma 4.2, it must contain exactly (k+2)jPj?2 arcs of 
Proof of Main Lemma
In order to prove the Main Lemma, let us rst notice that since we are not concerned here with the time that is necessary to complete the gossiping instance, we can assume that no two calls are made at the same time. This implies that all the calls of the instance I (i.e., arcs of the associated multi{digraph G(I)) have di erent temporal labels. It is easy to see that we can always modify the label`(a) of each arc a in G(I), in order to obtain new labels, say`0(a), so that`0(a) 6 =`0(a 0 ) for each a 6 = a 0 and, in order to preserve the ascending paths,`0(a) <`0(a 0 ) whenever`(a) <`(a 0 ). We stress that such an assumption does not in uence the object of our analysis, that is, the arc multiset of G(I).
Example 1 (continued) In order to full ll the above assumption we can modify the temporal labels of the graph in Figure 3 (a) as shown in Figure 3 (b). It is immediate to see that ascending paths are not in uenced by such a time expansion. We rst need to introduce some notation.
We denote by p = jPj the number of participants and by T = (k + 2)p ? 2 the number of calls made by the algorithm.
For t = 1; : : :; T, we denote by s t the sender of the t ? th call and by r t the recipient of the t ? th call. Therefore, the multi{digraph G(I) associated to the instance I is the multi{digraph on node set P with arcs (s t ; r t ) with label t, for t = 1; : : :; T. We denote by G t , for 1 t T, the multi{digraph on node set P with arcs (s 1 ; r 1 ); : : :; (s t ; r t ), and by G t 1 ;t 2 , for 1 t 1 < t 2 T, the multi{digraph on node set P with arcs (s t 1 ; r t 1 ); : : :; (s t 2 ; r t 2 ). Given i 2 P, let d out t (i) denote the outdegree of i in G t . Finally, given i; j 2 P and 1 t T let N t (j; i) denote the number of disjoint ascending paths from 
Notice that the k{ft multi{digraph G(I) = G T must contain at least k + 1 disjoint ascending paths from j to i, for each j; i 2 P, that is, N T (i) k + 1
for each i 2 P. Moreover, for each t the number of disjoint ascending paths from j to i in G t is upper bounded by the outdegree of j in G t , thus
for each t = 1; : : :; T and i; j 2 P with i 6 = j. We will prove that the undirected graph corresponding to G p;2p?1 is a cycle on P. Proof. Since G t contains p nodes and t arcs we get that for each t p ? 2 there are at least two nodes j 1 ; j 2 2 P whose outdegree in G t is 0. Therefore, by (3) we have that for each i 2 P N t (i) min j2P j6 =i d out t (j) = 0; that implies N t = P i2P N t (i) = 0, for t = 1; : : :; p ?2. Consider now t p ?1. The graph G t di ers from G t?1 only in the arc (s t ; r t ); therefore, this arc cannot appear in G t on any ascending path going to any i 6 = r t and we get N t?1 (r t ) N t (r t ) N t?1 (r t ) + 1 and N t (i) = N t?1 (i); for each i 6 = r t : (6) Therefore, N t = 
By iterating (7) we have N t N p?2 + t ? (p ? 2) = t ? p + 2:
In order to get (4) we observe that by iterating (7) we have N T N t + T ? t that, by (2) 
Gossiping algorithms
We showed in Section 2.1 that computing the minimum communication cost of a fault tolerant gossiping instance is an NP-hard problem. This suggests that if a fast algorithm is desired then we must relax the request for optimality and look for approximate fault tolerant gossiping algorithms.
Biconnected spanning multi{digraphs
De nition 5.1 A biconnected spanning multi{digraph (BSM) of P is a multi{digraph B = (P; A(B)) having two, not necessarily distinct, nodes ; 0 2 P such that for each i 2 P and 6 = i 6 = 0 , there exist a path from to i and a path from i to 0 , if 6 = 0 then there exist at least two disjoint paths from to 0 . The nodes and 0 are called, respectively, the source and the sink of B. Let B 0 be a spanning tree of K P rooted in a node 1 and having the arcs oriented towards the root and let B k+1 be a spanning tree of K P rooted in a node k+1 and having the arcs oriented towards the leaves. Moreover, let B i , for i = 1; : : :k, be k not necessarily di erent BSM of K P such that B i has source i and sink i+1 , that is, the sink of B i is the source of B i+1 . The desired algorithm consists of k + 2 temporally ordered rounds: in round 0, which uses the arcs of the tree B 0 , blocks from all nodes in P accumulate in 1 ; round r, for r = 1; : : :; k, uses the arcs of the BSM B r so that both the source r broadcasts all blocks it knows to each other participant and all blocks accumulate in the sink r+1 ; in the last round, which uses the arcs of the tree B k+1 , the root k+1 broadcasts all blocks it knows to each other participant. In terms of associated multi-digraph G(B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ), this contains the arcs of each B i , 0 i k + 1; arcs are assigned temporal labels such that each directed path is ascending, this implies that label(a) < label(a 0 ), for each a 2 A(B i ), a 0 2 A(B i+1 ).
Consider any set of k arc{label pairs of G(B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ) and denote by G 0 (B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ) the multi-digraph obtained from G(B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ) by removing these arc{label pairs. There exist at least two rounds which are not a ected by such a removal, that is, there exist r and t, with 0 r < t k + 1, such that all the arcs of B r and B t are present in G 0 (B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ). From this it is easy to derive that for each i; j 2 P the multigraph G 0 (B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ) contains at least one ascending path from i to j. Therefore, we have the following Lemma 5.1 G(B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ) is a k{ft gossiping multi{digraph, for each k 0.
Since we want to minimize the cost, we build B 0 and B k+1 starting from a minimum spanning tree of the cost graph K P and we choose each B i as a BSM of K P having as small cost as possible. Since the problem of determining a minimum BSM is NP-complete (a reduction from the Hamiltonian circuit can be easily proved following 17]), we concentrate on approximation algorithms.
We give now an algorithm to construct an approximate BSM of the cost graph K P , for a given set of participants P and cost function c(i; j) = c(j; i), i 6 = j.
APPROX-BSM(c; P) 1 . Construct a minimum spanning tree T of the cost graph K P and let i 1 2 P be its root. 2. Let L = (i 1 ; i 2 ; : : :; i p ) be the list of nodes visited in a preorder tree walk on T and i p+1 = i 1 . 3. Let B = (P; A(B)) be the BSM obtained in the following way:
for t = 1; : : :; p connect i t and i t+1 making the minimum cost choice between the arc (i t ; i t+1 ) and the path connecting i t and i t+1 in T, directed from i t to i t+1 ; Figure 4 Note that, in APPROX-BSM(c; P), if the triangle inequality holds for the cost function we can always choose the arc (i t ; i t+1 ) and get A(B) = f(i t ; i t+1 ) : 1 t p ? 1g f(i p ; i 1 )g. It is easy to see that APPROX-BSM(c; P) returns a BSM whose cost is at most twice the cost of a minimum spanning tree; this can be proved along the same lines of Theorem 37.2 of 12].
Approximate gossiping algorithm
We assume, as in other papers (see 48] ), that each participant knows the identity of all the other participants and the associated set of communication costs. The BSM-GOSSIPING(c; P; k) given in Figure 5 is executed by each participant; the spanning tree T and the BSM B are identical at all the participants, this will be the case if the construction procedures are identical at all participants. LABEL(B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ) represents an (easy to derive) algorithm that labels the arcs of G(B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ) so that label(i; j) is the exact time at which i sends its packet to j, considering a fail{safe message taking at most time t(i; j) to go from i to j and that each participant knows the upper bound i on the time at which i learns its own block, for each i 2 P.
BSM-GOSSIPING(c; P; k) nat participant i 1. Construct a minimum spanning tree T of the cost graph K P . 2. Construct an approximate BSM B of the cost graph K P and call its source and 0 its sink 3. B 0 is obtained by rooting T in the source of B 1 and directing its edges toward and Each B i , 1 i k is obtained from B by taking source (resp. 0 ) and sink 0 ( ) if i is odd (even) and directing its arcs from the source to the sink. 
where I c min represents an instance of minimum possible cost.
Proof. If we x any participant i 2 P, the gossiping process must create at least k+1 disjoint paths from i to each other participant. It was shown in Theorem 3.1 that the minimum cost necessary to create such disjoint paths is (k + 1) cost(ST min ). Hence, the minimum cost of an instance is cost(I c min ) (k + 1) cost(ST min ): On the other hand by using the algorithm APPROX-BSM(c; P) we have cost(BSM app ) 2 cost(ST min ) and (12) 
Communication complexity of fault{tolerant gossiping
The communication time of an instance I on a set P of participants is de ned as the minimum time required to perform the calls in the order speci ed by labelling of the associated multi-digraph G(I) with respect to the set = f i : i 2 Pg, where i is the time needed for i to have its block ready, and the set of travel times t = ft(i; j) : i; j 2 P; i 6 = jg. In this section we speci cally consider the problem of atomic commitment. In this case each participant has to communicate to all the others its local vote about the completion of a transaction (yes or no), and each individual must compute the conjunction of all decisions, commit holds if all votes are yes, otherwise each participant must end the process with an abort decision. Therefore, whenever a node has received an abort vote it already knows the result of the conjunction be abort and does not need to collect further votes. A no voter can then abort the process by disseminating an abort message. The process is a gossiping one when all votes are yes. This implies that nding the minimum communication cost of a k{ft atomic commitment algorithm is NP-hard. A k{ft commit algorithm COMMIT(c; P; k) can be obtained by the conjunction of the gossiping algorithm BSM-GOSSIPING(c; P; k) and of the MULTI{BROADCASTING(c; P; k) broadcasting algorithm discussed in the previous Sections 3 and 4. Indeed, the de nition of the commitment problem implies that a no voter can immediately start to perform a k{ft broadcasting algorithm to di use its abort message. On the other hand a yes voter behaves as a participant in the BSM-GOSSIPING(c; P; k) k{ft gossiping algorithm till the end of the algorithm or till it is reached by an abort message; in such a case the participant will continue by executing its role in the k{ft broadcasting algorithm MULTI{BROADCASTING(c; P; k) with the no voters as multiple sources.
COMMIT(c; P; k) nat participant i 1. Construct a minimum spanning tree T of the cost graph K P . 2. Construct, starting from T, an approximate minimum BSM B and call and 0 its source and sink. 3. B 0 is obtained by rooting T in the source of B 1 and directing its edges toward and Each B i , 1 i k is obtained from B by taking source (resp. 0 ) and sink 0 ( ) if i is odd (even) and directing its arcs from the source to the sink. B k+1 is obtained by rooting T in the sink of B k and directing its edges away from the root. 4. Apply the labelling LABEL(B 0 ; B 1 ; : : :; B k+1 ). 5. If \no voter" then send the abort message k + 1 times to each neighbor in T. 6. If \yes voter" then Let t = 0 and abort = no nabort = no i no abort message is arrived while (t k + 1 and abort = no) do as the packets from all incoming arcs in B t (B t?1 if source of B t ) are arrived or the maximum waiting time (label of the outgoing arcs in B t ) is elapsed send along the outgoing arcs in B t a yes message. Set t = t + 1. if abort = yes then nbroadcast abort Let j be the neighbor from which the rst copy of the abort message is received each time a copy of the abort message is received from j forward this copy (separately) to each other neighbor in T but those from which an abort message is arrived. Figure 6 Results analogous to those of Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 can be easily derived for the COMMIT(c; P;k).
